During the 1930s, Welwyn Garden City developed three open air lidos for its residents:
Mill Green, The Clock and Lea Valley (Stanborough Lakes). This development followed a
national trend for open air swimming pools, which were aimed at providing recreational
facilities in a time of economic depression.
The Stanborough Lakes pool took 12 weeks to complete at a cost of
£2,200. It measured 100 feet in length (30.5 metres) by 40 feet
(12.2 metres) wide with a gradient in depth from three feet to six feet
(0.9 metres to 1.8 metres). It was surrounded by a concrete pavement
with a diving platform and some basic wooden huts for changing facilities.
The pool was a compromise on the original design for a pool near
the centre of town with an estimated cost of £15,500. It had to be
abandoned when an expected Unemployment Grant, failed to materialise.
The water supply for the pool was provided by a small tributary from
the River Lea. The continual fow of water from this source allowed the
pool water to be changed twice a day. It wasn’t heated and the average
temperature was a bracing 50 to 55 degrees F (10 to 12 degrees C).
An estimated 1,200 people attended the opening of the pool. It rained
heavily throughout the day but this didn’t dampen the celebrations.
There was music bursting through loudspeakers, a fashion show featuring
a ‘display of local beauty, clad in the latest fashions in bathing dresses,
wraps and beach pyjamas’, ‘an exhibition of ornamental and fancy
swimming,’ provided by Hammersmith ladies swimming club and diving
and lifesaving skills demonstrated by Highgate Life Buoys.
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24 June
‘The Lido of the Lea’
officially opens.

Thanks to Welwyn Hatfield Museums Service and ourwelwyngardencity.org.uk for archive photography

Splashlands opens in Welwyn
Garden City’s centenary year.
Splashlands features a paddling river
meandering through the centre of
a waterplay area, surrounded by a
nautical themed adventure play area.
Improvements were
made to the children’s
facilities, with the
provision of learner
pools, separate paddling
areas, sand areas and a
water fountain.
It opened to the public
on 15 April 1965 with
a water temperature of
a very cool 59 degrees F
(15 degrees C) as the
boiler that had been
installed to heat the water,
didn’t start. But that
didn’t stop people from
enjoying the new complex.

1965
The lido is enlarged
and the pool is rebuilt
in concrete with
public facilities and
ancillary buildings.

A record breaking 6,056 people visited the pool
on 5 July 1987 with 862 riding the water slides.

The splash pad has 67 jets split
into toddler and kid zones. Water
jets shoot up to 1.5m in the air and
jumping on the pads also activates
water sprays. The result: a water
playground with fowing, misting,
spraying, jetting and splashing water
providing fun for children of all ages.
A new outdoor gym and sports
pitch offers a range of new health
and ftness activity options for
teenagers and adults.

During the 1990s, groundwater drainage issues
and subsidence, caused the reassessment of
the facility. Due to the limited use of the pool
(12 week season) and the high cost of repairs
of at least £1million, the site was closed and
fenced off in 1999.
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In July of 1987
‘Splashlands’
opens with
new waterslides.

Pool closed and
fenced off.

Former site was redeveloped to
introduce wet and adventure play.

